
By Danny Devine SCAN TO WATCH 
A QUICK HOW  

TO PLAY VIDEO!

SKIP THE 
RULEBOOK!



2-4 Players      20 Minutes

Components

Dragon Fruit

50 Fruit Tree Cards: 
1-10 in 5 Different Suits

Purple
Fruit

Yellow
Fruit

Red
Fruit

Blue
Fruit

Green
Fruit

•
•

•

4 Boost Cards

4 Tiebreaker Cards
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Shuffle the Fruit Tree deck, then build the central supply in the center of 
the table. Start with two rows of 5 face-up cards, followed by two rows 
of 4 face-down cards, and finally two rows of 3 face-up cards. Make 
sure each new row overlaps the previous row (see example on page 3).

Deal a hand of cards to each player  
from the Fruit Tree Deck. The number of 
cards in a player’s starting hand varies 
based on the number of players.

Return any unused cards to the box. They will not be needed.
You are now ready to play!

Players       

Cards       

2

10

3

8

4

6

2

3

4

Setup
1 Give each player a Boost card. Return the remaining Boost cards to the box.
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Objective

Gameplay

Earn the most points by growing the tallest trees and by emptying your 
hand of cards before the game is over.

To begin each round, every player will choose a card from their hand  
then simultaneously reveal it. These cards will determine turn order and 
then be added to your Orchard.

The first player is the one who played the card with the highest value. 
The second player is the one who played the card with the second 
highest value, and so on. lf 2 or more players play cards of the same 
value, refer to the Tiebreaker Card to determine  
turn order. (Yellow, Purple, Blue, Green, Red) 
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On your turn, take the following steps in order:
Place your card: Place the card that you played from your hand onto 
the table in front of you (referred to as your Orchard). lf you have not 
already played a card of this suit, place the newly-played card face  
up infront of you creating a new tree. lf you already have a tree of  
this suit in your orchard you must place it in one of two ways:

lf the newly-played card has a higher value than the topmost  
card of any of your matching trees, add it to the top of the tree.
 

lf the newly-played card has a lower value than the topmost  
card of all of your matching trees, use it to start a new tree. 

You will only score 1 of each type of tree at the end of the game.

Draft a card: Take any of the available face-up cards from the central 
supply and add it to your hand. A card is considered unavailable if 1 or 
more cards are still on top of it. After you take a card, turn over any face-
down cards that no longer have cards on top of them.

•

•
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Grow a tree (optional): The last thing you may do on your turn is add 
cards to one of your existing trees. To add cards, you must play the exact 
next card or cards in the number sequence. For example, if you had a 
Red Fruit tree with a 5 on top, you could play the 6, 7, and 8 of Red 
Fruit onto it from your hand. You may only GROW 1 tree per turn and  
it does not have to be to the tree you PLACED your card on in step 1.

Boost Card: Once per game, a player can use their Boost card while 
taking the Grow action to fill in a gap from their number sequence in 
any suit. For example, if you had a Yellow Fruit tree with a 3 on top, 
you could play the 6 and 7 of Yellow Fruit trees from your hand by 
using your Boost card to fill in the missing 4 and 5 from the sequence. 
The Boost card can fill in any number of cards within a single gap.

After all players have taken a turn, begin a new round repeating 
the steps above until there are no cards left in the central supply 
OR until 1 or more players have no cards left in their hand.
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End Game

Scoring

Once the central supply runs out, or one or more players empty their hand 
of cards, the end game is triggered. All players may simultaneously take 
one final PLACE and GROW action from the cards left in their hand. Any 
cards left in their hand will count against their final score.

You may only score one of each type of tree. lf you have duplicates of the 
same tree type, choose one tree to score and discard the other(s). Also 
discard unused Boost cards. Score the value of each remaining tree’s top 
card and add 1 point for each card below it. Subtract the value of any 
cards left in your hand. The player with the most points is the winner. lf 
there is a tie, the player with the lowest valued card in their Orchard wins 
(lowest numerical value with ties broken by lowest tiebreaker order.)
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Tips for Gameplay
Sequencing is key! lt is a good strategy to try to line up cards in your hand 
sequentially in order to take full advantage of the Grow action. Since you always 
take a new card every turn, emptying your hand of cards is not easy , 
but it will greatly increase your chance of winning.

Second trees can help! Sometimes you will have to start a second tree if drafting 
didn’t go as planned. Though you won’t score them, these cards will be out of  
your hand , so they won’t count against you at the end of the game.

Smart drafting! Take a look at which cards are face up in the central supply. 
Remember that each card only appears once in the deck. lf you don’t intend 
to pick up or play the 1 through 4 of Purple, starting your Purple Fruit tree with 
a 5 could be a good way to jump to the front of the line for drafting. On the flip 
side, if you don’t want to draft any of the currently available cards, playing low 
numbers ensures your opponents will take these  
first, unlocking new cards for you on your turn.
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Setup

1

2

Solo Variant
ln the solo variant, you and Farmer McGregor will compete to see who 
has the best Orchard! All of the rules from the standard game of Dragon 
Fruit apply to you...but McGregor is a Cheater! He plays by his own rules.

You can set the game up using the setup from the multiplayer game, or you 
can use this more solo friendly setup so that the cards all the cards face you.

Shuffle the deck. Deal a row of 9 cards face up, then a row of 8 face-
down cards, followed by a final row of 7 face-up cards. Make sure each 
row overlaps the previous row. 

Deal 12 cards to yourself and 12 cards face down to Farmer McGregor 
(an imaginary player). Remove the remaining 2 cards from the game. Set 
McGregor’s cards off to the side but within reach.
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Finally, take a single Boost card and remove the other 3 from the game. 
You are now ready to play.

Your Hand Farmer McGregor’s Hand

3

3

2 2

1
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Gameplay
Place a card from your hand face up in front of you. Then, flip the top card of 
McGregor’s deck. Compare your card to McGregor’s. Whoever played  
the highest ranked card will take their turn first.  
lf you reveal the same number, refer to the Tie  
Breaker card to determine turn order.

Your Turn - On your turn, you will follow the exact same rules as the 
standard game, PLACE, DRAFT, GROW. 

McGregor’s Turn - McGregor will move his played card above his draw deck 
and begin to create an Orchard just like you by stacking cards of matching 
suits then drafting a card from the central supply. McGregor’s drafted 
card will also be placed above his draw deck into his Orchard. HOWEVER, 
McGregor is a cheater (l warned you) so he does not have to play his cards 
in ascending order. They are simply stacked in the order they played or drafted.
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To draft a card for McGregor, check these two scenarios:

You will continue playing this way with you and McGregor playing and 
drafting cards until one of the end conditions is met.

lf any of the available cards in the central supply match the suit of the card 
McGregor played, he will draft the LOWEST available card of this suit.

lf none of the available cards in the central supply match the suit, then 
McGregor will draft the HlGHEST value card available.

The game ends if you have no more cards in your hand OR all the cards 
from the central supply have been drafted. ln the solo variant, you do not 
receive an extra turn to play or grow cards at the end of the game.

End of the Game

•

•
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You will score your Orchard just like you do in standard play. See scoring 
rules for a reminder.

To score McGregor’s orchard, look through his trees for the highest card in 
each of the his suits. He will receive points for these at face value and add 
1 point for each remaining card.

lf your score is higher than McGregor’s, you win! lf there is a tie, the winner 
is the player with the least amount of 10s. lf there is still a tie, continue on 
to 9s, 8s and so on.

Want a harder game? Then McGregor will draft the HlGHEST when he 
matches suits as well. Still winning too much? Try playing without your 
Boost card.    

Scoring
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